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PRODUCTIVE PASTORING
PRE-MARRIAGE PREPARATION

Pastor Chris Venter



AN OVERVIEW OF CHRIS & BRENDA VENTER ‘S PASTORAL MINISTRY

Chris and Brenda both grew up in a reformed tradition. They were born again in 1963 
and in 1966 were baptized in the Holy Spirit, and shortly after received the call of God 
on their lives, in different locations, not knowing of each other’s existence.
 
They met in 1968 and after a short courtship were married in Cape Town.  Chris 
studied at the Bible Institute of South Africa, where he obtained a Diploma in Theology, 
and was called to serve as the Director of Youth for Christ in Cape Town. Brenda was 
Biblically and doctrinally trained in her local church where she served, gaining practical 
experience. It soon became evident that their calling was in pastoring, and was called 
by the Assemblies of God, to plant a church in Worcester in Cape Town, Under the 
tutorship of Pastor John Bond.  
 
As a pastoral couple they planted several churches and recovered churches that had 
leadership difficulties, resulting in growth. In 1983, they planted churches under the 
umbrella of the International Federation of Christian Churches (IFCC)and Rhema 
Family Churches (RFC).
 
It was during his role as senior pastor of a church they planted and as a member of the 
Executive of IFCC, Chris and Brenda facilitated in the early 1990’s the process of 
transition of the IFCC National Leadership to a correct racial representation within 
South Africa in the organization. He also facilitated the historical TRC (Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission) in East London, with Pastor Ray McCauley, where all 
church denominations made their submissions in taking responsibility for their part in 
the ‘Apartheid’ regime.  He played a significant role in the Eastern Cape assisting with 
unrest and tragedies in the run up to the first democratic elections in 1994 by bringing 
direction and hope to the communities.
 
Pastor Ray McCauley, as President of IFCC, called Chris in 1999, to become the 
National & International Overseer of IFCC and RFC. Apart from his national 
responsibilities, Chris also facilitated as the caretaker pastor for several churches, that 
had leadership challenges. Chris and Brenda actively engaged in ministering, in local 
churches and in African countries training and equipping Pastors to be effective in their 
calling. Chris & Brenda retired from their national and international responsibilities at 
the end of 2017.
 
Presently they are semi-retired but still active in ministry, discipling, mentoring, and 
training individually and corporately, whenever they are called upon. The overview of 
our ministry serves as a testimony of God’s GOODNESS and FAITHFULNESS, that we 
encountered in the years of our ministry. 
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INTRODUCTION

PRODUCTIVE PASTORING
___________________

Pastor Chris Venter

As a child and teen I grew up in the Reformed Church tradition.  In this denomination they had all
their theology, structures and liturgy laid-out for their ministers at their seminaries.  This gave the
ministers an understanding of how to conduct their different types of services.  This often produced
lifeless formats that bored congregational members or put them to sleep.

At the age of 20 I came to know Jesus as my Saviour and Lord.  This changed my view of Church
and what should happen in a service.  After studying I soon became involved in a Pentecostal church
and  later  in  a  Charismatic  church.  Here  I  discovered  that  it  was  quite  “un-spiritual”  to  be  too
structured or to follow a liturgy. 

This led pastors to do what they thought was good and spiritual.  However, this often led to licence
which gave the perception that Charismatic and Pentecostal  pastors were ignorant in conducting
services like funerals, weddings, dedications etc.

It is for this reason that I would like to put into the hands of pastors material that can be useful for
them to work from in conducting different types of services in the good Pentecostal and Charismatic
tradition.

In  this  particular  section I  would like to  deal  with  weddings,  as this  is  one of  the most  sacred
institutions that God has blessed humankind with. Unfortunately, many ministers, due to pressure of
time,  usually  acquire  the  couple  to  fill  in  some forms  and  hardly  spend  any  time  with  them in
preparing them for a future together in marriage. This has resulted in a lot of marriages failing in the
Church because of a lack of knowledge in this greatly desired union.

This is a sincere attempt to emphasize the sacredness of marriage, as marriage was God’s idea and
not that of man.  It is good for all of us to remember God initiated marriage in the Garden of Eden.
Jesus establishes His Father’s commitment to marriage by performing His first miracle at a wedding
and history ends with a marriage, the marriage of the Lamb and the Church!
.
In this endeavour I will  put together some outlines to assist pastors with this most important pre-
marital preparation. This is only a guide to assist pastors to cover the most basic areas that can form
a foundation to enable a couple to build on sound principles of marriage.  I will also suggest books
that can be recommended for couples to read and have as a reference on their bookshelf

I will also put together different  marriage vows in the South African context as examples to assist
pastors, to adapt them for their own use.
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PRE-MARITAL PREPARATION PROCEDURE

UNDERSTANDING SOME IMPORTANT DETAILS FOR THE PASTOR UNDERTAKING

PRE-MARITAL PREPARATION WITH THE COUPLE PRIOR TO THE MARRIAGE

CELEBRATION CEREMONY



MARRIAGE IS A COVENANT RELATIONSHIP

Yet you say, “For what reason has the Lord abandoned us?” Because the  LORD has been
witness between you and the wife of your youth, with whom you have dealt treacherously; yet
she is your companion and your wife by covenant.  (Malachi 2:14)

We live in a world where there are very few or no values left!  The views of marriage have been
especially affected by  different perceptions that people have been exposed to and the original design
that God had is lost. The sanctity of marriage has been forsaken

DO NOT IGNORE CULTURAL ISSUES!

Most churches are made up of different ethnic and cultural groups.  Most often this is simply ignored
by the pastor because of a lack of understanding of the particular cultural practised by the couple.
This necessitates that pastors need to make sure that they have a clear understanding of cultural
matters of the people in their Church.  Some cultural practices can be evil but certainly there are
cultural principles that are godly, healthy and helpful in relationships.  The Western tendency that
African culture is all evil is simply based on ignorance. A lot of things in Western culture are also evil
and unscriptural.

A marriage brings extended families together and this must be a clearly understood and accepted by
the  couple.  The  parents  and  pastoral  involvement  is  most  important  as  extended  families  and
leadership will always continue to play a role.  A pastor must be careful not to cause offence and
misunderstanding, as it can put the Church in a bad light when families feel excluded or disrespected.

POINTS TO EVALUATE REGARDING CULTURAL ISSUES

 In the African cultural context dating, as a “boyfriend and girlfriend,” is looked upon as if the
couple is already sleeping together. For official dating to take place there is requirement of part
or full lobola that has to be given to the parents.  As Christians boundaries need to be set for
the couple in their dating and courtship for them to operate in for their own protection from
temptation. 

 African couples living together without lobola been paid are looked upon as living lasciviously
(without restraint).

 Lobola must be looked upon as the man winning the woman’s hand in marriage from the
family. It is also a sign of respect for the girl and her family.  This acts as an engagement. If
the parents are left  out  it  could be disastrous for the newlyweds, as it  will  be considered
disrespectful and unacceptable by the parents. This can affect the relationship of the couple
with both sets of families. In rare cases where parents do not accept lobola, a letter confirming
the matter must be produced. It is considered proper to get the blessing of both families before
counseling starts. The pastor should not conduct premarital counseling, without making sure
lobola has been given.  

 Some parents will have no problem with a couple after lobola has been given, to start living
together. This is where Christian couples need to draw the line and wait until they are married
in a covenant relationship.  Pastors should give clear guidance scripturally regarding, living
above reproach. 

 Africans  often  conducts  two  weddings:  “Western  and  a  Traditional.”  The  pastor  must
understand what a traditional wedding is as traditions could clash with the scriptures.  In a
“Traditional” wedding there could be the slaughtering of a goat or cow and the calling on their
fore-fathers for blessing.  This would be totally unacceptable for a Christian couple.



A BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE OF MARRIAGE!

What we as pastors need to do is to give a clear Biblical perspective of what marriage is.  People
desperately need a revelation from God’s Word of what God intended for marriage. This will help
people to get God’s vision of marriage.  

This was clearly established by God in the beginning in Genesis 1-3, and confirmed by Jesus in
Matthew 19:4, 5. It is within these chapters we discover God’s blue-print for marriage. 

Human history  BEGINS in  Genesis,  and climaxes in  Revelation with  a MARRIAGE!  The central
theme of human history is MARRIAGE!  Jesus’ attitude towards marriage harmonizes perfectly with
that  of  His  Father.   The Father  opened human history with  a marriage;  Jesus starts  His  public
ministry at a marriage feast with His first miracle!

In Gen 2:24-25, the godly pattern of “leaving, cleaving and becoming one flesh” is very clearly
described and with that the purpose God has for marriage.

 Genesis 2: 24, 25 Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife,
and they shall become one flesh. 25And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were
not ashamed.

 To  LEAVE implies “free will  choice”, to leave parents and to start a new family.  Marriage
forms the spiritual foundation for a new generation. 

 To CLEAVE, speaks of the fact that marriage and home forms the foundation of society.  The
social connection.

 Emotional and social cleaving and BECOMOMING ONE FLESH, is the God-given legitimate
sexual union within marriage which seals the covenant between husband and wife. The world
mixes-up this God-given order by starting first with “one flesh” (sexual), then “cleaving” (get
married), then “leaving” (get divorced). 

THE SPECIAL OCCASION OF A MARRIAGE!

It is most important for pastors to realise that when a couple comes to request to be married, that
their  marriage day will  be one of the most important days in their lives! Therefore their wedding
should be a special occasion that they will be remembered for the rest of their lives.  It is also most
important to remember that the couple has little idea what they are going into.  That is why a pastor’s
role is so important.

Pre-marital preparation also establishes a confident relationship between the pastor and the couple.
Should the couple get  into difficulty in their  marriage, they will  have confidence to approach the
pastor to facilitate in their marriage challenge.

FIRSTLY - THE COMMITMENT OF A MARRIAGE

The first session is most important as there are things that you as a pastor need to establish to assist
you in your counselling.

In preparing a couple for marriage it is important to make the couple as relaxed as possible, as this
will help them to open up to you during your counselling. A good place to start is to find out how they
met. This helps them to start to talk about themselves and for you to get to know them. Do not
hesitate to ask them questions. Remember, interaction is most important.



Discuss matters around their wedding. Find out DATE / TIME / PLACE of wedding.

 Make sure you are not already booked for something else on that date. Couples should
always first make sure whether the minister and venues are available on such a date.

 Make sure they have arranged for musicians and music for the wedding.
 Encourage them to select the songs or hymns for the wedding that are reasonably well

know. This is most important as music plays a major part in creating an atmosphere at
a wedding.

 Make sure that arrangements have been made for the flowers to be done..
 Arrange for a practice a day or two before the big day.
 Make sure that they accept responsibility to give a gift to the musician and caretaker at

the church.  The church also encourages an honorarium for the officiating minister.
 Discuss what they would like in the Order of Service. (i.e.: Song Item, when veil to be

lifted, candles, communion etc.)
 As the officiating pastor you should ask as well as suggest the type of programme they

need for the ceremony.
 You need to  diarize  all  your  appointments  for  marriage preparation  as  well  as  the

practise  the  day  before  the  marriage.  A practise  of  the  whole  ceremony  gives  the
couple confidence of what to expect on the day of the wedding.

Supply  them  with  all  the  necessary  forms they  need  to  fill  in.  Always  make  copies  of  all
documentation. Open a file for the couple and keep all their documents together. 

 Design your own marriage form that is simple and practical for them to complete with all
their details that you can keep in their file.

 Make copies of their Identity Documents.
 Copies of final divorce papers or death certificate of a previous spouse. (If applicable).
 Should the couple or one of them be under age a signed copy of the form with the

consent of both parents, must be presented to the marriage officer.

Make sure about their relationship with Christ and their commitment to the local church. This is
most important as all the principles on marriage are dependant on their relationship with Christ and
the local church. Should they not have a relationship with Christ and the church, it is important that
you lead them to Christ and assimilate them into the local congregation. Make sure they have a clear
understanding of God’s view of marriage and the seriousness of the vows. 

 It is most important for the pastor to ascertain exactly what the spiritual condition of the
couple is like.

 Sometimes one of the two is not as far developed spiritually as the other.  Unless this is
evaluated it can cause a lot of trouble later. Often one of the couple is a new convert
and unskilled in God’s Word.

 Impress upon them the importance of A DAILY PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP with the
Lord. This will affect their attitude towards each other.  (Ephesians 5:21) 

 Encourage them to read the Word and pray together. 
 Their commitment to Christ is demonstrated in; a living relationship with Christ, with one

another, and also to a local church. They must be committed in their attendance.  (Heb
10:25) Sunday services and possible attendance of a home group is vital. They should
be practically involved in some area in the church. 

 They must be committed in their giving financially and in other means.  (Malachi 3:9,
10)

Remember, when you counsel the couple, you are in a sense, operating in a fathering role.

 Your responsibility is to establish a relationship with them as a pastor.
 Many couples have never experienced any proper caring and pastoring, therefore seek

to win their confidence.



 Remember  that  couples  who  are  getting  married  for  the  first  time  do  not  have
experience about marriage, and  often have had bad examples and  poor impressions
about marriage.

 Deal with any attitudes held over from any previous relationships towards their parents.
Remember they must leave home and not flee home.

Divorcees / widows and widowers must be counselled in the same way, but with the understanding
they have had experience in marriage, which could have been good or bad. They cannot afford to
carry the baggage of a previous relationship into this new one.  Therefore they need to deal with
issues in their lives honestly and openly.

 Often bad habit patterns exist from a previous marriage or relationship that can hinder a
happy and healthy new relationship.

 Hurts carried over from the previous marriage must be dealt with and forgiven.
 They need to develop new concepts by applying the Word of God to their lives.
 The children from a previous marriage should not affect their relationship. It will be wise,

if possible, to set up an appointment with the children, and help them to accept, respect
and honour the new parental role. It would also be important for the children to express
themselves, so that you can deal with the problems they might have with the new future
step  parent.  Very  often  you  will  have  to  minister  healing  and  forgiveness  to  them
regarding their parents. 

 All these areas need to be dealt with scripturally and under the specific areas.  You
might find that repetition under the various headings takes place.  This does not matter,
because repetition is good for learning.

 This pastoring role  with  the children needs to be approached with  great  sensitivity,
gentleness and compassion. As a pastor you need to trust the Holy Spirit to give you
insight and wisdom in dealing with the children.

As pastors we need to emphasize that marriage should be accepted without question and that the
concept of marriage is a lifetime commitment!  

The only real stability in a marriage is produced by firm commitments that hold two people steady,
when emotions are fluctuating.  Without such determination, even the best relationship is destined to
disintegrate.  There are times in every marriage when a husband and wife don’t like each other very
much.  There may be occasions when anger and disappointment take the fun out of a relationship
temporarily.  Encourage them to determine to work on  points of friction and to accept the human
frailties and faults in each other.

Love can be defined in many ways, but in marriage “I love you” really means “I promise to be there
for you all of my days.”  It is a promise that says, “I’ll be there when you lose your job, your health,
your parents, your looks, your confidence, and your friends.” It is a promise that tells your partner, “I’ll
build you up; overlook your weaknesses; I’ll forgive your mistakes; I’ll put my needs above my own;
I’ll stick by you even when things are rough.”

As Pastor you need to ask them the following questions!

 How committed do they see themselves to this marriage?
 Are  you  willing  to  persevere  when  the  going  gets  tough?  For  example  when  your

spouse  is  sick,  or  during  money  challenges,  or  misunderstandings,  how  will  you
respond?

 Why do you think that many couples do not stay together?

The second thing to make sure of is that the couple understand the principles of COMPANIONSHIP
and COMPATIBILTY.



SECONDLY - THE COMPATIBILITY AND COMPANIONSHIP OF A COUPLE IN MARRIAGE

Compatible means: “well-matched, likeminded, well-suited and companionable!” This does not
mean that a “couple’s” strength lies in seeing everything in the same way, or that their  makeup
should be the same, but they need to discover that their strength lies in the different way God made
them  and  wired  them.  Therefore,  the  pastor  needs  to  establish  what  areas  the  couple  are
experiencing difficulties or conflict in and help them how to deal with those areas in which they could
be friction. 

There are a number of points to consider 

1. The first relationship that man and the woman had was one of companionship. 

 (Genesis 2:18, 25) 18And the LORD God said, “It is not good that man should be alone; I
will make him a helper comparable to him.”  25And they were both naked, the man and
his wife, and were not ashamed.

 A couple must be good friends for their relationship to become meaningful and fulfilled. 
 It is also most important for couples to be sure that the choices they make in selecting each

other are within the will of God.  It is very unlikely that they can get their partner converted
after marriage. 

 The pressures around the relationship in companionship will also help the couple to see how
well suited they are and how well they deal with conflict. This will help them to understand that
God will use all types of circumstances and complications to bond their companionship.

2. In Genesis 1: 26-27 and 2:18-20 we see that marriage was not man’s idea, but it was part of
God’s wonderful creation. 

 Genesis 1:26, 27 Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our
likeness; let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and
over the cattle, over all  the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the
earth.” 27So God created man in His own image; in the image of God He created him;
male and female He created them. 

 Genesis 2:18-20 And the LORD God said, “It is not good that man should be alone; I will
make him a helper comparable to him.” 19Out of the ground the LORD God formed every
beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought them to Adam to see what he
would call them. And whatever Adam called each living creature, that  was its name.
20So Adam gave names to all cattle, to the birds of the air, and to every beast of the
field. But for Adam there was not found a helper comparable to him.

 This passage shows us that God made Eve for Adam as some one who was comparable to
him and they needed to compliment and not be in competition with each other. Some other
translations use the word “helpmeet,” supporting the thought of complimenting each other. 

 The above passage brings out clearly that the man is “task,” and the woman “relationship”
orientated.  Genesis 2:15  Then the  LORD God took the man and  put him in the Garden of
Eden to tend and keep (care) it.

3. God’s pattern for the  HUSBAND and  WIFE must be understood by the couple and that they
have specific ROLES to fulfil and to have their COMPANIONSHIP come into its own.  

 Ephesians 5:22-33 21submitting to one another in the fear of God. 22Wives, submit to your
own husbands, as to the Lord. 23For the husband is head of the wife, as also Christ is head of
the church; and He is the Savior of the body. 24Therefore, just as the church is subject to Christ,
so let the wives be to their own husbands in everything.  25Husbands, love your wives, just as
Christ also loved the church and gave Himself for her, 26that He might sanctify and cleanse her



with the washing of water by the word, 27that He might present her to Himself a glorious church,
not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she should be holy and without blemish.
28So husbands ought to love their own wives as their own bodies; he who loves his wife loves
himself. 29For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just as the Lord
does the church. 30For we are members of His body, of His flesh and of His bones. 31“For this
reason a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall
become one flesh.”  32This is a great mystery, but I speak concerning Christ and the church.
33Nevertheless let each one of you in particular so love his own wife as himself, and let the wife
see that she respects her husband.

 Colossians 3:18,  19  Wives,  submit  to  your  own husbands,  as is  fitting in  the Lord.
19Husbands love your wives and do not be bitter toward them. 

 1 Peter 3:1-7 Wives, likewise, be submissive to your own husbands, that even if some
do not obey the word, they, without a word, may be won by the conduct of their wives,
2when  they  observe  your  chaste  conduct  accompanied by  fear.  3Do  not  let  your
adornment  be  merely outward—arranging the  hair,  wearing gold,  or  putting on  fine
apparel— 4rather let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the incorruptible beauty of
a gentle and quiet spirit, which is very precious in the sight of God. 5For in this manner,
in former times, the holy women who trusted in God also adorned themselves, being
submissive to their own husbands, 6as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord, whose
daughters  you  are  if  you  do  good  and  are  not  afraid  with  any  terror.  7Husbands,
likewise, dwell with them with understanding, giving honor to the wife, as to the weaker
vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life, that your prayers may not be
hindered.

3.1 The Wife’s ROLE of SUBMISSION to her husband must be carefully researched and
taught.

 Submission is not be a doormat or not to have an opinion, but rather an ATTITUDE of
heart, which needs to be worked out in actions. 

 Submission  to  the  husband  also  demonstrates  to  the  church  how  they  should  be
subject to Christ the Head.

 This means that the wife demonstrates her submission to God in the way she submits
to her husband.

 A wife has the responsibility to give her husband the right to be her head, if she does
not, he will take it and become dominant or he will give in and play a passive role.

 As mother she has the responsibility to link the children to the father for him to fulfil his
role meaningfully.

3.2 The Husband’s RESPONSIBILITY of  LOVING his wife must be carefully researched
and taught.

 A husband loving his wife is based upon the way Christ loved the Church and gave
Himself for it.

 A husband loving his wife demonstrates how much he loves Christ! 

 It is  A LOVING relationship that is based upon the understanding that the wife is the
weaker vessel, yet also co-heir of the grace of life (1 Peter 3:7). 



 Love is an ATTITUDE of dying to your own selfish desires, to bring your wife to her
full potential.

 Love leads by example and never makes unilateral decisions, without consultation with
the wife, thus inspiring confidence and developing their compatibility. 

 A husband can never demand submission from his wife; he needs to earn the right by
his love for her to submit to him.

THIRDLY - COMMUNICATION IS THE OXYGEN IN A MARRIAGE

The art of communication does not come naturally to any of us.  Some people just don’t like to talk
much, while others talk continually, without ever really saying anything. However, when it comes to
marriage, communication is one of the keys to a winning relationship.  Couples who master this skill
are likely to enjoy a meaningful, fulfilling, and fruitful relationship.

One of the most common complaints of wives is about the husband’s inability or unwillingness to
reveal his feelings to his wife.  Research shows that little girls are blessed with greater linguistic
ability than boys.  The truth is that the most important factor to a woman in a marriage is a good and
healthy relationship with her husband.
 
Unless the couple communicates well on a wide field of subjects, then rather let them delay their
marriage plans, until they have worked it through.  There are a number of ways you can test a
couple on their communication.

 How do they communicate on spiritual matters?  

 Do they pray freely together? 

 Have they communicated on their conviction regarding their standards on sex? 

 What has been their communication like with their parents? 

 How will they resolve a minor or major conflict that may arise between them?

What to do when they are offended hurt or feel neglected in their relationship.  (Matthew 18:15-
20; Ephesians 4:15, 25-32.)  

 They need to deal with the offence the same day and don’t run away or go into silence
and sulk.

 Forgive each other freely and accept one another unconditionally. 

 Pray and ask God’s forgiveness and cleansing.

Encourage practical ways to develop and establish their communication.

 The most  important  15  minutes  of  every  day.   This  does  not  mean  exactly  15
minutes, as it could be much longer or less as the case may be. 

The FIRST, five minutes are the way you wake up and greet each other and say good-
bye before you go to work!

The SECOND, five minutes are when you get home and communicate with each other
about your day.  This is the area where “listening” skills are most important, as the



weariness of the day can affect your skills and consequently your attitudes towards
each other as a couple.

The THIRD, five minutes are when you say good night.  You need to resolve any issues
that affected your relationship during the course of the day.  This will help your intimacy
as a couple!

 Cultivate the habit of being a good  LISTENER and  RESPONDER by giving your full
attention to your spouse, when the spouse is communicating.

It is important to realize that the skill to listen has to be acquired, developed and worked
on every day especially for the male!  The reason for that is that the male is wired
differently than the female.  The male is task and female is relationship orientated.  A
male normally communicates in headlines and a female in fine print.  The reason is that
because the female is relationship oriented she is more verbal and concerned to make
sure the relationship is really intact. 

The above can cause frustration for both spouses if their listening and responding skill
are not developed, or that they  do not grow in this area.  It is also most important that
the couple learn that there is a time to speak about a matter and a time not to.  This
does not mean to ignore the matter but to put it on hold for a more suitable time. 

When a relationship becomes cluttered with frustration, reaction and even anger the
couple should follow the advice that James gives us. 

 James 1:19 My dear brothers and sisters, be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to
get angry. 20 Your anger can never make things right in God’s sight.

There are five deadly “S” in communication. 

a) SHUTTING DOWN: Not Listening

b) SILENT Treatment: Not talking

c) STABBING: Using the other person's words against them.

d) SHOUTING: Putting the blame and guilt on your partner.

e) SUPERFICIAL: Surface talk only.

 SILENCE IS A SIN AGAINST LOVE.

When the system in communication is shut down and critically impaired it will manifest two
ways!

a) One or both partners repeatedly assume negative intent on the part of the other.

b) There will be an increasing distance and silence.

To have a healthy attitude regarding communication requires a decision of your will.

 Learn to communicate as friends!  

 Learn to communicate as husband and wife. 

 Learn to communicate in your sexual relationship.  



 Learn to communicate as parents. 

 Learn to communicate as a father/mother. 

 Learn to communicate spiritually. 

 Learn to communicate financially. 

This will assist the couple to evaluate the communication system that they are using.  

As Pastor ask them these questions to help them to evaluate their communication skills.

 Are you and your partner free to express yourselves spontaneously with each other? 

 Are you able to confide in each other as best friends?  

 Do you hear what she/he is really saying? 

 Do you share your ideas, thoughts, and feelings?  

 Do you understand what she's really feeling? 

 Do you handle all the facts involved, when you handle a problem?  

 Is your communication on practical matters clear enough for things to go smoothly?  

 When you hit a snag in communicating, do you keep on trying until you have overcome
the barriers and the flow of meaning opens up between you again?  

 Do you give your partner the benefit of the doubt leaving the situation in abeyance?  

 Do you stay calm and self controlled when you are rejected or misunderstood?

FOURTHLY – COMMERCIAL (THE COUPLE’S FINANCES)

When it comes to matters of money we all have to start from the premise that everything we own and
everything we are really belongs to the Lord of all.  It would be important to note what the Lord Jesus
and the Apostle Paul had to say about money.  Jesus spoke more about money than any other
subject and most of His statements about money came in the form of warnings.

 Matt 6:21 “For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.
 Matt 16:26 “For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole world, and loses his own soul?

Or what will a man give in exchange for his soul? 

 Matt 6:24 “No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or
else he will be loyal to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and mammon.

 1 Tim 6:10 For the love of money is a root of all  kinds of evil, for which some have strayed
from the faith in their greediness, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows.

Men and women have lusted for money, killed for it, died for it, and sadly gone to hell for it.  This
commodity has come between the best of friends, broken up families, brought down the proud and
mighty.  It has torn millions of marriages apart!  Marriage counsellors agree that,  80% of couples
seeking divorce say the focus of their disagreements is money.



The challenge that we all  face is that if we do not regularly check our attitude concerning materialism
in our lives, do that it does not become our master but your servant!  It is most important for us to
learn and strive to be better stewards of what we have and not to lust after what we don’t have.

Credit cards can be useful or a dangerous debt trap.  To use your credit card you need to utilize it
with great care, and do everything you can to stay out of debt. Debt is one of the foremost marriage
destroyers.

Establish a family budget and stick to it.  A budget without keeping to it is not a budget at all!  Make
sure you discipline yourselves to spend less than you earn every month. 

A handful of points that couples need to commit themselves to regarding their finances.

1. The couple needs to be in agreement about what must happen to their respective salaries.

2. They  need  to  be  strict  about  their  spending  and  agree  not  to  over-commit  themselves
financially.

3. Need to have advice regarding Insurance.  As their Pastor refer them to a credible, reliable
and responsible Insurer.

4. They need to learn to tithe from the beginning of their marriage. Establish from the beginning
of their marriage that 10% of all their earnings belong to the Lord.  This discipline will display a
couple’s true commitment and loyalty to the Lord!

Here are some questions a Pastor needs to, and can ask the couple you are counselling for
interaction and discussion. 

 Have you ever had hurtful disagreements with family or friends over money?

 Have you discussed the matter of your finances?  

 Have you discussed the matter of “His and Her” money and salaries? 

 Are you tithing?  

 Do you trust God with your giving?

 To draw up a monthly budget they need to come into agreement as it is always good to discuss it as
a couple and to reach consensus. When the couple has children they should explain the budget to
them as well and allow them to ask questions. The budget could consist of the following, and should
balance.  Always cut your garment according to your cloth!  The following format is a suggested way
of budgeting:



A SUGGESTED WAY OF BUDGETING MONTHLY INCOME

A) INCOME        

Husband’s Salary ______________

Wife’s Salary        ______________       

Other Income       ______________

TOTAL A:        ______________        

B) FIXED EXPENSES

Tithes & Offerings ______________

Mortgage/Rent      ______________

Insurance              ______________

Housekeeping       ______________       

Meat & Groceries  ______________

Water & Lights      ______________             

Rates & Taxes      ______________                 

Car Installment      ______________               

Petrol & Servicing  ______________                             
              

TOTAL B:              ______________
              

C) VARIABLE EXPENSES

School Fees     ________________

School Tours    ________________

Birthday’s          ________________

Household        ________________

Clothing          ______________

Entertainment        ______________

Appliances        ________________

Eventualities     ________________

Holiday             ________________

Savings            _________________

Other Expenses     ______________

TOTAL  C:           _________________

                                                   
**NB: TOTAL A must always be equal to or greater than sum of TOTAL B + TOTAL C



FIFTHLY – SEXUAL INTERCOURSE/INTIMACY; THE CRUCIAL ASPECT OF A RELATIONSHIP
 
IMPORTANT  POINTS  FOR  PASTORS  TO  SERIOUSLY  TAKE  NOTE  OF,  IN  PREPARING
COUPLES FOR SEXUAL INTIMACY IN MARRIAGE!

PROMISCUOUS WORLD

One of  the  greatest  fallacies  of  life  is  that  we live  in  a  “free-thinking”  age in  so  far  as   sex  is
concerned! Virtually every magazine has a topic on how to have “better sex,” or steps to live out your
animal kind of nature.  The fact is that we are living in the worse promiscuous society ever in the
history of man!  It seems everything and any thing goes!  

 LASCIVIOUSNESS

There are no or few biblical values left in sexual matters and in most cases no boundaries.. We have
allowed some cultural habits that conflict with scriptures to dictate to us norms that feed our sinful
nature. The old English word lasciviousness means living without restraint. It seems that man has
sowed the  wind and is  reaping the  whirlwind  with  HIV and Aids  and other  sexually  transmitted
diseases.

The problem is that people do not know or understand the God ordained values that sex is reserved
for marriage only between one male and one female for life!  This makes the role and responsibility of
the pastor so important to teach couples God’s vision for marriage from the scriptures.  

 MULTIPLE SEX PARTNERS

The reality of living in a promiscuous society causes couples to face the certainty, that males and
females might have had multiple sexual partners before their marriage.  As a pastor you need to
assist the couple to face up to these facts.  Question them, whether they have discussed this matter
and whether they have resolved and put the matter behind them?  Unless they have resolved this
issue, it will haunt them like a bad dream and can affect their sexual intimacy.  As a couple they
cannot bring someone else into their bedroom from one of their past experiences.

 PORNOGRAPHY

Pornography has become the single greatest fatal attraction for men. Pornographic addiction is a
cancer  that  does  not  simply  go  away  when  a  couple  gets  married.  Often  when  addicted  to
pornography the person feels that getting married will solve the problem.  However, this addiction will
continue and can produce devastating affects on the couple’s intimacy, as there will always be a third
person or  more in the room when they are making love.  The expectation that  is  placed on the
innocent  partner  is  to  perform  all  kinds  of  sexual  expectations  that  never  seem  to  be  enough
because; it is not love but lust that drives it!  The pornographic addict often neglects their partner’s
sexual needs and resorts to the most selfish way of gratification, masturbation.  

Unless a decision is made on the part of the addict to want to break with the addiction no disciplines
or deliverance will help the person to walk out free.  Once a decision is made to break and repent of
the evil bondage then disciplines need to be set in place and daily accountability to an experienced
mentor will  bring deliverance and healing.  Unfortunately this means that the marriage cannot be
consummated until the above has taken place.

THIS BRINGS US TO THE MATTER OF TRUST

The uncertainty many feel about trust is, unfortunately, a sign of the times.  Relationships dominated
by fear and insecurity will never reach their potential, but marriages founded on trust and safety will



flourish. It is so important for couples that are getting married to commit themselves to build trust
together.

 BUILD TRUST THROUGH YOUR ACTIONS

Couples should take note of how he/she relates to the opposite sex in public and in private as this
can be an indication whether they are building trust.  To build trust is to do it through your actions.
Build evidence of choices and deeds that proves to your partner you can be trusted at all times. It is
most important to remember that we are sexual creatures with powerful urges.  On top of that we are
also fallen beings with strong desires to do wrong and that is what temptation is all about.

 PRACTICAL DAY TO DAY ISSUES

The actions that one needs to display can be seen in the most practical ways in day to day issues.
Keeping your  word in  promises that  you have made in  small  matters  builds trust  in  a  big  way.
Remember that trust is earned!

 DO NOT EMBARRASS YOUR PARTNER IN PUBLIC

Be careful that when you are with friends or family that you reveal an embarrassing secret about your
partner.  One should never embarrass in public those we love as this breaks down trust.

 REVEAL YOUR INNER FEELINGS AND COMMITMENT TO EACH OTHER

Cultivate  the  practise  to  reveal  your  inner  feelings  honestly,  with  pure  motives,  and  continually
reaffirm your  commitment  to  your  marriage relationship.  Your  spouse should become your  most
treasured confidant,  protector,  advisor and friend.   Remember that  trust is the basis on which a
couple can give themselves sexually to each other.  

THE PLACE THAT ROMANCE PLAYS IN SEXUl INTERCOURSE

 As their Pastor, spend a few minutes finding out from the couple what romance means
to them as individuals?

Romance can mean vastly different things to men and women.  

Women  are  inclined  to  define  romance  as  the  things  the  man  does  to  make  them feel  loved,
respected and protected, as well as helping with the household responsibilities.  Think before you say
hurtful and unkind things that can burn into the memory of your partner for many years. 

Men rely on their senses, while the woman makes herself attractive for the man as well as respecting
and admiring him.  The man enjoys her genuine interest in his opinions, hobbies and work. 

To be romantic is to pursue the object of your affection and to pine away when he or she eludes you.
Public display of affection communicates romantic  love.   It  is  important  to  protect  your  romantic
relationship, even when criticism seems to be justified.  Treat your love for each other as something
most fragile.

Romance should build wonderful memories to be stored in the bank of our mind to be recalled to
refresh ones relationship! 

SEXUAL INTERCOURSE IN A MARRIAGE RELATIONSHIP

There is a lot of ignorance regarding wholesome and fulfilling sex in marriage between a husband
and a wife. Couples often have wrong kinds of knowledge due to pre-marital sex and their views on
marriage.  Sex should be reserved for marriage alone.



In the case where there has been a second marriage, the experience of that relationship cannot be
brought into the new one.  All sexual issues from a previous marriage must be resolved before the
new marriage.  Bad sexual experiences should be released and forgiven to start fresh with God’s
purpose for marriage.

CONCEPT OF ENLIGHTENED AGE

There is also a concept  that  couples don’t  need too much knowledge or  information because it
happens naturally.  This is very far from the truth! A lack of understanding that sex is sacred and to
be enjoyed within a healthy marriage relationship can affect the couple’s proper sexual fulfilment. Sex
is the highest physical act of love between two people to show their union in the spirit, which is a
covenant relationship.  

Lustful, sinful sexual experience does not equal intimacy in marriage.  On the contrary, it destroys the
understanding of the “other centred,” sexual motivations as advocated in God’s success recipe, for
fulfilment.

PRIVATE, FOR MARRIAGE ONLY!

Let us look at that DOOR marked “PRIVATE, for MARRIAGE ONLY” because therein we will be able
to discover the secrets of sexual FULFILMENT!

There are many fearful, inhibited people who believe ignorantly that sex between husband and wife is
shameful!  On the other end of the spectrum, when partners hold a cheap, casual view of sex, with
self-interest and, physical gratification as the only goal, in a “whatever-turns-you-on” encounter . is a
recipe for destruction. This is more an expression of the animal nature!

God views sex in marriage as pure and honourable.  Heb. 13:4 “Marriage is honourable among
all, and the bed undefiled; but fornicators and adulterers God will judge.”

 “HONOURABLE” means most precious, costly, of great price.

 “BED” literally means “Coitus” - a plain reference to sexual intercourse between a husband
and a wife.

 “UNDEFILED” signifies freedom from contamination as the sexual union is viewed by God as
pure and holy!  God’s chosen environment for the expression of sexuality - is most precious, of
indescribable value and intercourse in that setting is so pure that it is like an act of worship …
a little taste of heaven.

1  Corinthians  6:19  tell  us  that  the  same  body  that  enters  the  passionate,  physical  delights  of
intercourse with one’s marriage partner is described as “the temple of the Holy Spirit!” Although sex is
holy, it is not less enjoyable physically.  We were created as sensual beings with piercing desires; our
bodies were intricately designed to experience exquisite sexual  pleasures.  Hebrews 13: 4,  also
warns us against contaminating God’s good gift by engaging in sexual intercourse outside marriage
bringing God’s judgement.  Therefore if there is GUILT of any sort, one needs to seek forgiveness,
cleansing, healing and restoration.

APPROACH SEX WITH REVERENCE

The man’s  ATTITUDE towards his wife must be one of reverence and respect.  ATMOSPHERE is
most important as it creates anticipation and excitement. 

The attitude that the man displays towards his wife affects their love-making.  The man cannot afford
to be disrespectful towards his wife throughout the day, as respect is most essential to the woman’s
psyche.  Words of appreciation and acts of kindness demonstrate respect and set an atmosphere for



special intimacy. There is nothing that affects a wife sexually as disrespect from the one she needs to
entrust her spirit, soul and body to.

There are numerous practical things that can be done to set an atmosphere for the physical union to
be consummated between them as a married couple. The wife is most creative in this respect and
needs to show her husband what things are important to her. It is most important for the husband to
know and understand what the wife enjoys.  What worked on a previous occasion might not be what
she would enjoy on the next few occasions of love-making! God has designed us to prevent boredom
and staleness.

GOD PLANNED SEX TO BE ENJOYED, AS RECREATION

The  sexual  union  within  a  marriage  is  far  more  than  procreation;  it  is  the  most  relaxing and
renewing recreation known to man.  It is often called “love play” because it is fun; not duty; high
excitement; not boredom; something to anticipate; not a dull experience to be avoided if you can. It
should be the highlight of an ordinary day.

When  a  married  couple  comes  together  to  refresh  themselves  in  each  other’s  love,  they  find
forgetfulness from the cares and insults of life. They experience total relaxation as the culmination of
love making as God designed it.  Both husband and wife should experience release and fulfilment in
this intimate relationship.

Proverbs 5:19 “As a loving deer and a graceful doe, let her breasts satisfy you at all  times; and
always  be  enraptured  with  her  love.”  It  means  the  following  –  ravished;  Intoxicated;  and
exhilarated!

THE SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP MUST BE VIEWED AS A RESPONSIBILITY

1 Corinthians 7 gives us Guidelines for Expression of sex in Marriage

 1 Corinthians 7:1-9 1Now concerning the things of which you wrote to me: It is good for a man
not to touch a woman.  2Nevertheless, because of sexual immorality, let each man have his
own wife, and let each woman have her own husband. 3Let the husband render to his wife the
affection due her, and likewise also the wife to her husband. 4The wife does not have authority
over her own body, but the husband does. And likewise the husband does not have authority
over his own body, but the wife does. 5Do not deprive one another except with consent for a
time, that you may give yourselves to fasting and prayer; and come together again so that
Satan does not tempt you because of your lack of self-control. 6But I say this as a concession,
not as a commandment. 7For I wish that all men were even as I myself. But each one has his
own gift from God, one in this manner and another in that. 8But I say to the unmarried and to
the widows: It is good for them if they remain even as I am; 9but if they cannot exercise self-
control, let them marry. For it is better to marry than to burn with passion.

There is the principle of REQUIREMENT (7:2, 3). As a couple you need the blessing and protection
of sex within marriage. It must be the most unselfish expression in marriage. Do everything you can
to meet your partner’s need.

There is also the principle of RESPONSIBILITY (7:4). In marriage the couple relinquishes ownership
of their own bodies, and gives the right to their partner.  This requires the utmost trust.  You belong
sexually to each other, and therefore will have no right to withhold physical affection.  Unreasonable
demands are totally excluded.

Then there is  the principle  of  REGULARITY  (7:5).  The word “deprive’  is  a  strong,  harsh word,
meaning to rob or defraud one another.  Don’t cheat your partner by WITHHOLDING habitual sexual
intercourse,  except  by  MUTUAL  CONSENT  for  a  brief  period  of  time.  Protracted  periods  of



abstinence  will  open your  marriage  to  satanic  temptations.  Sexual  relations  must  be  equal  and
reciprocal. Each has the right to initiate. Neither has the right to use it to manipulate.  

The Bible gives us guidelines and principles, for taking action in communicating love. 
 Keep your sex life separate from quarrels and disagreements. When you have a fight, make

up, forgive, and make love without using sex against one another. 

 Be  almost  always  available  for  one  another.  When  only  one  is  in  the  mood,  then  by
reciprocating, the other will soon get in the mood. 

 Don’t make demands when you know your partner is sick, tired or upset.  That is just good
manners and thoughtfulness.  If one is not up to it, ask to postpone for another time, in a way
which sounds like loving anticipation and not like rejection.

TEN REQUIREMENTS FOR SEXUAL FULFILMENT

1. Forget the past.  (Song of Solomon 2:2) “Yes compared to other women, my beloved is like
a  lily  among thorns.”   Comparisons  in  a  second marriage  or  previous  sexual  experiences  are
detrimental to a relationship and can cause jealousy.  Don’t speak to your partner, but to your pastor
when you have difficulties in this regard!  Release the memories to  God and pray. He will enable
you to forget and make everything new.

2. Nourish your total relationship by not allowing any conflict to find  its way into the bedroom;
resolve it before bed-time.   How?  Avoid behaviour that creates anger and lasting resentment.
Demonstrate to your wife in every way that she is safe in the security of your love and permanent
commitment. If for any reason respect is lost by the wife for her husband, have the relationship and
respect restored at all costs.  

3. Relate as lovers all of the time, not only when having sex.  Hold hands, touch and kiss often
to keep affection fired-up.

4. Romance is vitally important for exciting and fulfilled sexual relationships.  Pray for sensitivity
to areas of your relationship that are neglected.

5. Keep negatives out of your Love-Union.  i.e. Negatives; Jokes; Late T.V. viewing.

6. Gain a lover’s expertise.  Great  lovers are those who have made it  their  business to  be
educated  in “foreplay,  intimacy  and  after-glow.”  (See  recommended  reading  list  below.) Use
memories to ignite the next rise of sexual desire.

 Communicate preferences to stimulation in preparation.

 Understandingly adjust to the difference between a husband and a wife in reaching a climax. A
man can reach an orgasm in less then three minutes; whilst the wife requires an average of 15
- 20 minutes.  Self-control is a fruit available in the person of the Holy Spirit.

 A man is only completely fulfilled when he has fulfilled his wife, and she reaches a climax.

 Although mutual orgasmic fulfilment is the ultimate preferred outcome,  for different reasons
(e.g. age, energy, stress, hormones, etc.), orgasm of one or the other partner may not always
be  achieved.  A  mature  informed  approach  will  understand  and  help  to  avoid  the
disappointment of an orgasmic goal-oriented  focus that does not provide sufficient romantic
fore-play to bring the wife’s (and/or the husband’s) level of arousal to the point where orgasm
is the inevitable outcome.



7.  Share in the responsibility in making love!   Learn from each other what will  increase the
excitement  and  pleasure  of  your  partner.  Whenever  there  is  a  problem  sexually,  take  the
responsibility for it together, without blaming and make it a matter of prayer.

8.  Enjoy partner-centered sex.  Don’t develop a relationship that is self-centered; performance-
centered; or even  sex-centered,  rather let it be centered in the joy of giving your partner
pleasure. Therefore  priority  time spent  together  is  most  important.  Partner-centred  sex  is
positive, relaxed, enjoyable, romantic, physically satisfying and emotionally fulfilling.

9.  Don’t allow any other person to intrude into your room marked  private.  Don’t allow any
individual or fantasy to invade your partner’s place in your life.  

 Don’t allow any close friendship marked by affectionate touching or intimate conversation to
grow.  It is leaving a gate open, and inviting a stranger in as a lover.  Sexual integrity is crucial
for a fulfilled marriage.  Do not leave a gate of fantasizing open, it could cost dearly.

 Guard your sense of oneness.  Always avoid family members, friends, or neighbours who
encourage you to talk about your partner.  You will separate yourself from your partner by
doing that.

 View  your  sex  life  as  sacred.   Never  permit  jokes  about  your  private  world  or  share
confidences with others in this sensitive area; except when necessary with a physician, pastor
or qualified counselor. 

 Establish and maintain the privacy of your bedroom. Keep a lock on your bedroom door and
use it.  Teach children from a young age to  knock and not to  barge in.   Don’t  allow your
children to sleep with you, or in the same room.  Your bedroom is your sanctuary of love.
Allow your wife to make it beautiful, pleasant, use it only for sleeping, dressing and relating as
lovers.

10.  Practice bedroom etiquette.   Shower or bathe before you go to bed.  Use deodorants and
perfume, as smell heightens sexual desire.  Make sure to brush your teeth for a fresh breath!  

A  forever  relationship  of  marriage  includes  the  elements  of  assurance;  acceptance;  desire;
intimate physical and emotional closeness; loving caresses.  The wonderful feeling of belonging
to each other in a one-flesh relationship of God’s choice!

God has intended sex to be pleasurable in marriage.  Once a couple have been fulfilled in each
other’s love, they will be MOST SUCCESSFUL!

HERE IS A  RECOMMENDED LIST OF BOOKS THAT THE COUPLE CAN READ.  PASTORS
CAN BENEFIT  HIGHLY BY HAVING THESE ON THEIR BOOKSHELVES.

 Before the Ring – William Coleman
 Boundaries in Dating – Dr Henry cloud & Dr John Townsend
 Every Man’s Battle – Stephen Arterburn & Fred Stoeker
 Every Woman’s Battle – Shannon Ethridge
 Anatomy of Seduction – Jack Hayford
 Fatal Attraction – Jack Hayford
 Every Man’s Marriage - Stephen Arterburn & Fred Stoeker
 Every Woman’s Marriage - Shannon & Greg Ethridge
 Affair of the Mind – Laurie Hall
 Communication Sex and Money – Dr Edwin Cole
 Night Light – Dr James Dobson
 Intended for Pleasure – Dr Ed & Gaye Wheat



 Love Life – Dr Ed Wheat, MD & Gloria Oakes Perkins
 Making Love Last – Bill and Lynne Hybels
 Sheet Music – Dr Kevin Leman
 The Joy of being a Woman – Ingrid Trobisch
 Christian Couple – Larry and Nordis Christianson

REMEMBER A WEDDING IS A VERY SPECIAL OCCASION

A pastor must be careful not to mess up such an occasion.  The pastor’s message must be simple
and to the point, keeping his audience in mind.  This is a wonderful occasion for a harvest event, as
people attend a wedding that often never go to church.
Various topics can be used for the Gospel to be expounded as well as the biblical value of marriage
and family life.

Make this an occasion that they and their family and guests will never forget.

SOME SUGGESTED MARRIAGE VOWS THAT PASTORS CAN UTILIZE TO USE AT WEDDINGS

The programme as well as the marriage vows can be adapted for the occasion.

MARRIAGE  VOWS                         

1. PRELUDE:  

Minister, Groom and Best Man, enter five minutes before the wedding ceremony officially starts, to
take their seats, awaiting the bridal parties arrival.

1. WEDDING MARCH AND PROCESSION:  

The Bride and her father walk very slowly down the isle to the second row of chairs, where they stop
to await the introduction of the ceremony.

2.1 INTRODUCTION:

Dear friends, we are gathered together in the sight of God, and in the face of this company, to join
together

.........................................    and       .......................................... 

In Holy Matrimony.

Marriage  was ordained of God in the Garden of Eden and confirmed at the wedding in Cana of
Galilee by the gracious  presence  and miraculous  blessing of Jesus Christ.  It is to unite two hearts
and lives, blending all their interests, sympathies, and hopes.  It involves  mutual compromise, loving
sufferance and  Holy  trust.

I charge and instruct you therefore, in entering upon and sustaining this hallowed union, to seek the
favour and blessing of Him whose favour is life:  whose blessing maketh rich and addeth  no sorrow.

LET US PRAY

QUESTION:   “Who giveth this woman to be married to this man?”

THE FATHER OF THE BRIDE ANSWERS - “I DO”



2.2  CANDLE CEREMONY

When the father of the Bride answers “I DO”, the father kisses the Bride, while the Bridegroom goes
up to meet his Bride, after shaking the hand of the Bride’s  father.  The Bridle couple now proceeds to
the table to light their individual candles, whilst the marriage party takes their place in front of the
podium.  After the lighting of the candles, the Bridle couple take their place in front of the podium.
After the lighting of the candles, the Bridle couple take their place in front of the podium, with the rest
of the marriage party.

2.3  MINSTER READS THE FOLLOWING WHILE THE CANDLES ARE LIT:

 “Each candle represents your life; It is a symbol of your relationship to the Lord.”

Eph 5:8 “For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord.  Walk as children of light.”

 “The light of the candles is also symbolic of your witness and good deeds in the World!”

Matt 5:14, 16 “You are the world’s light - a city on a hill, glowing  in the night for all to see.  Don’t hide
your light!  Let it shine for all; let your good deeds glow for all to see, so that they will praise your
Heavenly Father.”
 
3.  HYMN

4.  MESSAGE

5.  VOWS:

GIVE ONE ANOTHER THE RIGHT HAND

1. DO YOU GROOM:  ....................

Declare that as far as you know, there is no lawful impediment to your proposed marriage to

.................................

ANSWER: “I DO”

1. DO YOU BRIDE: .......................

Declare that as far as you know, there is no lawful impediment to your proposed marriage to

.....................................

ANSWER: “I DO”

GROOM: ........................

Do you call upon all here present to witness that you take 

........................................

Whom you hold by the hand, as your lawful wife, promising to keep, love and defend her, and to be
her faithful and true husband as long as you both live?  What is your answer?



I DO!

BRIDE: ..............................

Do you call all here present that you take this man, .........................

Whom you clasp by the hand as your lawful husband, promising to adhere unchangeably to 
him in submission , in all life’s changes, and you be his loving , true and faithful wife as long as you
both live?  What is your answer?

I DO!

RING CEREMONY:

Minister: Now in God’s sacred providence with us, He has given us reminding tokens, and following
this precedence you have chosen rings.  These rings are of the most precious metal, which suggests
the most priceless relationship on earth that of a Christian home.  

Furthermore, the ring is endless until it is broken by an outside force, which fittingly represents the
permanency of the marriage union until it’s broken by the outside force of death.  

(Groom) .....................   In placing this ring, will you repeat these words after me?

 GROOM: “I ...............   Give you this ring, as a token of my love, and I pledge you my loyalty and
devotion until death separates us.

Minister: (Bride) “..............   Will you likewise, in placing this ring, repeat these words after me?

BRIDE: “I give you this ring, as a token of my love, and I pledge you my loyalty and devotion until
death shall separate us.

“GIVE ONE ANOTHER THE RIGHT HAND”

PRONOUNCEMENT: “Whom God hath joined together, let no man put asunder.

FOR AS MUCH AS - (Groom) .........................… and (Bride) ...............................

Have covenanted together in wedlock, and  have witnessed the same before God and this company ,
and have pledged their troth to each other, by the joining of hands and declared the same by giving
(and  receiving) of a ring .

I  PRONOUNCE as a minister  of  the Gospel  of  Jesus Christ,   and as a Marriage officer  of  the
Republic of South Africa ,  THAT THEY HAVE BEEN LAWFULLY MARRIED AS MAN AND WIFE.

“You may now kiss your Bride!”

5.1 PRAYER OF COMMITMENT:  - Couple kneel on cushions.  After prayer the Groom and Bride
move behind the table with the candles.

5.2 SONG / ORGANIST

5.3 LIGHTING SINGLE CANDLE

Light one candle from their individual candles, whilst the minister reads the following:



“As the couple lights the candle, it is symbolic of their life, as a married couple.  As they extinguish
the flame of their individual candles and only have ONE burning, they signify that they now live for
each other and thereby will honour each other, as they are joined together in one flesh. “

5.4 SIGNING OF REGISTER - whilst congregation is seated.  

5.5 BENEDICTION & PRESENTING OF THE MARRIED COUPLE:

Ladies and gentlemen, I present to you: MR & MRS............................................................     

THE  FOLLOWING  MARRIAGE  FORMULA  IS  ADAPTED  FOR  A  MARRIAGE  THAT  TAKES
PLACE OUTSIDE OF THE LEGAL PRESCRIPTIVE VENUE

                   MARRIAGE  VOWS                         

1. WEDDING  MARCH

1. INTRODUCTION “Dear friends.  We are gathered together here in the presence of God to join
together      .........................................  and  .........................................

in Holy Matrimony.  Marriage is ordained of God for the fulfilling and perfecting of the love between a
man and wife, and was confirmed at the wedding  in Cana of Galilee by the gracious   presence of
our Lord Jesus Christ and the performance of His first miracle.

It should therefore not be entered into lightly by anyone, or thoughtlessly, but reverently, discreetly,
soberly and in the fear of God.  Marriage is to unite two hearts and lives, and it was ordained for the
mutual society, help and comfort that the one ought to have the other, both in times of prosperity and
adversity.  It is also ordained that children be brought up in the knowledge and love of God, and the
praise of His Holy name.    
        
“I charge and instruct you therefore in entering upon and sustaining this hallowed union, to seek the
favour, the blessing, and the anointing of our Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth.   “

3.  OPENING PRAYER

4.  GIVING OF THE BRIDE:

“Who gives this bride in marriage?”

Required response “I do!”

5.  WELCOME

6.  PRAISE & WORSHIP

7.  MESSAGE

8.  SONG ITEM

9.  The Bridal Party will now move to the dwelling house, as the vows, to legally bring about the
marriage, and the signing of the register must take place indoors.



Further vows to one another and giving of rings will be made in the presence of the congregation
shortly.

Whilst we are carrying out the vows in the dwelling house, the congregation will be led in singing
together.

10.  VOWS IN THE DWELLING

10.1 “GIVE ONE ANOTHER THE RIGHT HAND!”

DO YOU (Groom)...............................................  Declare that as far as you know there is no lawful
impediment to your proposed marriage with ..............................................…  here present  and that
you call all here present to witness that you take.................................................as your lawful wife?

Required response: I DO!

DO YOU (Bride)........................................…  declare  that  as  far  as  you  know  there  is  no  lawful
impediment to your proposed marriage with ...............................................................… here present
and that you call all here present to witness that you take ..................................................................
as your lawful husband?

Required response: I DO!

10.2   I now declare that     

(Groom)........................................................
and

(Bride)...........................................................

 here present have been lawfully married.

10.3 SIGNING OF THE REGISTER

11.  The Bridal Party now returns to the garden for further vows.

11.1 GROOM READS HIS VOWS AS FOLLOWS:

“In God’s perfect will and in the presence of these friends, I take you ....................................   To be
my wife, to love, honour and respect you from this day forward, even forever.  I promise to provide for
you,  protect and defend you as God shall  make me able.   I  will  strive without  ceasing to edify,
encourage and instruct you according to the command of the Lord Jesus Christ, in whom all things
hold together.”

11.2 BRIDE READS HER VOWS AS FOLLOWS:

......................................................., I take you to be my husband and give to you all that I am and
have.  Through the power and grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, I promise to love you with all of my
being; to honour, respect, and esteem you above all things as unto Christ.  I will comfort and care for
you, endeavouring always to encourage and edify you.  As we are blessed of God with children, I will
strive to bring them up in the love of God, instructing them in His ways.  As Jesus Christ is the most
important person in our lives because He gave us life, I will seek to help you attain the stature and
fullness of Christ as we serve Him together, from this day forward and throughout eternity.”

12.  GIVING OF THE RINGS



12.1 THE MINISTER SHALL ASK:

“What do you give your beloved as a pledge that you will keep your promise faithfully?”

12.2 The best man hands the rings to the Minister who places them on his book and hands one to the
groom who places it on the bride’s ring finger.

12.3 GROOM REPEATS AFTER THE MINISTER:
“I give you this ring as a token of the covenant made between us this day, and as a pledge of our
mutual love, a sign that I have taken you to be my wife.”

12.4 The minister then hands a ring to the bride, who places it on the groom’s ring finger.  

12.5 BRIDE REPEATS AFTER THE MINISTER:
“I give you this ring as a token of the covenant made between us this day, and as a pledge of our
mutual love, a sign that I have taken you to be my husband.

12.6 The minister joins their right hands together saying: “Those whom God has joined together, let
no man put asunder, for as much as

   .................................... (Groom)

And
   ...................................... (Bride)

have consented together in Holy wedlock, and have witnessed the same before God and in the
presence of witnesses, and thereto have given and pledged their solemn promise either to 
one another , and have declared the same by giving and receiving  of rings and by joining of hands,
in my capacity as a minister of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, I pronounce them husband and wife in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.  Amen.

13.  THE GROOM MAY NOW KISS THE BRIDE 

14.  PRAYER OF COMMITMENT

15. THE COUPLE WILL NOW BREAK BREAD TOGETHER

16. PASTOR PRESENTS MR & MRS..............................................

17. BENEDICTION & WEDDING MARCH.

ANOTHER SET OF ALTERNATIVE SET OF VOWS

 MARRIAGE VOWS

1. WEDDING MARCH AND INTRODUCTION:

Dear friends, we are gathered together here in the presence of God, to join together

.........................................  and  ..........................................  in Holy Matrimony.

Marriage was ordained of God in the Garden of Eden and confirmed at the wedding in Cana of
Galilee by the gracious presence and miraculous blessing of Jesus Christ.  It is to unite two hearts
and lives, blending all their interests, sympathies, and hopes.  This will involve mutual compromise,
loving sufferance and Holy trust.



I charge and instruct you therefore, in entering upon and sustaining this hallowed union, to seek the
favour and blessing of Him whose favour is life:  whose blessing makes rich and adds no sorrow.

LET US PRAY

2. “Who gives his woman to be married to this man?”

3. WELCOME congregation & announcements

4. HYMN

5. MINISTRY OF THE WORD

 6. VOWS 

GIVE ONE ANOTHER THE RIGHT HAND

DO  YOU  (Groom)......................................  Declare  that  as  far  as  you  know  there  is  no  lawful
impediment to your proposed marriage to (Bride) ...............................................here present and that
you call all here present to witness that you take................................................. as your lawful wife?

I DO

DO YOU (Bride)........................................... 
Declare that as far as you know there is no lawful impediment to your proposed marriage with 
(Groom).................................................................. Here present and that you call all here present to
witness that you take.................................................................. as your lawful husband?

I DO

The BRIDE, will say to the groom repeating after the minister.

I .......................................   accept you, as a precious gift from God  and I will love you, and will be
one with you as Jesus is one with the Father, so that the unity of our marriage may glorify God and
draw others to Him.

I shall be submissive and adapt myself to you, honour you, prefer you and esteem you.  I shall praise,
love and admire you exceedingly. I shall never let the sun go down on our anger, and I shall pursue
and go after a peaceful relationship with God and with you.  I choose to follow your guidance, and
acknowledge your headship over me.
(Chris the above para needs to be retyped as there is something wrong with the justification)

According to God’s Word, we shall enjoy divine health, peace and prosperity and live together in
harmony as we live in obedience to God. I will always speak the truth to you in love, I will never leave
you nor forsake you, and thereto I give you my troth.

The minister shall ask the GROOM to take the Bride’s left hand, and say after him:

I  (Groom)...................................    Accept  you, (Bride)...............................   As a precious gift  from
God, I will  love you, and be one with you as Jesus is one with the Father, that the unity of our
marriage may glorify God and draw others to Him.



I recognise my responsibility as the head of the home, even as Christ is the Head of the Church and
gave Himself for it.  I shall endeavour always to be of the same mind, united in spirit, sympathising,
being courteous, tender-hearted, humble - minded and faithful towards you.  I shall never return evil
for evil, or insult for insult, scolding, tongue-lashing, but on the contrary, blessing, praying, protecting
and providing happiness.

According to God’s Word we shall enjoy divine health, peace and prosperity, and live together in
harmony as we live in obedience to God.  I will never let the sun go down on our anger.  I will always
speak the truth to you in love; I will never leave you nor forsake you
And thereto I give you my troth.

7.  SONG ITEM

9.  EXCHANGE OF THE RINGS.

Who has the rings?

The minister requests the GROOM to place the ring on the FINGER OF THE BRIDE, and repeat after
him.

(Groom) “I give you this ring as a seal of my commitment and responsibility to you in the presence of
these witnesses; it’s a token of my love and faith that I release now in the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”

The BRIDE then places her ring on the finger of the GROOM and repeats after the minister.  “I give
you  this  ring  as  a  seal  of  my  commitment  and  responsibility  to  you  in  the  presence  of  these
witnesses, it’s a token of my love and faith that I release now in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”

9.  Minister prays for the couple

10. Minister serves them communion

11.  The minister declares.

Since   (Groom)...........................................   and  (Bride).................................   Have  consented
together in these promises and have symbolized this by the giving and receiving of rings, I  now
pronounce them husband and wife.  Whom God has joined together, let no man dare to separate.

12.   I  declare that  (Groom).......................   and (Bride)  ........................   Here present  have been
lawfully married.

13.  The groom may kiss the Bride.

14.  SIGNING OF THE REGISTER

15.  PRESENT:   MR  &  MRS ....................................
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	As a child and teen I grew up in the Reformed Church tradition. In this denomination they had all their theology, structures and liturgy laid-out for their ministers at their seminaries. This gave the ministers an understanding of how to conduct their different types of services. This often produced lifeless formats that bored congregational members or put them to sleep.
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